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Beneath
the Surface 14

What happens backstage in a
theater production makes all
the difference.

20 Behind the Big idea

What does it take to transform
a passion into a product?

12 Who are you?

Can you really know another
person?

N
natural

Alex LaGatta

LaGatta, adjunct
professor of geology,
environmental science,
and energy, is interested
in water and energy
supply management in
the face of a growing
population and climate
change.

The Future of Water
Despite our recent rain, California’s
large reservoirs are at 25 to 63 percent of
historical levels. And remember, for the
past four years, groundwater withdrawals have dramatically exceeded deposits
into our aquifers. Groundwater, which
is our savings, our emergency stash, is at
or below historical low levels, and with
recharge rates averaging 0.5 to 1 meter per
year, it will be quite some time before our
water budget is restored.

Karen Kemp
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The Voice is Yours
Read Saint Mary’s magazine online at
stmarys-ca.edu/saint-marys-magazine.
Dive into Saint Mary’s social media at
stmarys-ca.edu/getsocial.

When we shared the 2014-15 annual report celebrating #SMCBoldFuture, we asked you to tell us which
professors helped you dream big. Brother Michael Avila is one of those inspiring professors.

We asked which professors helped you dream big:

Professor Tierney/Field and Sister Carolyn! and Professor Cowan! —cunger14
Dr. Brossard —Bajanousek

We shared “Cutting-Edge Anatomy” from the fall
2015 issue:

Cadavers? 3-D imaging? It’s just a typical day in
this Saint Mary’s human anatomy class.

Professors King, Metherd, and Witzig!

You said:

—Kaitlynnkelliott

Professor Greg Smith! My all time favorite
SMC class (anatomy) and professor
I learned so much from the hands on
cadaver lab. Thank you, Greg and SMC!

Colin Chan Redemer! —disneydoll024
Professor Frank Murray —g_starlet
Professor Field! —mons3

independent studies which was how the
cadavers were dissected before I created
the Advanced Anatomy course. And when
I say former students, I mean some from
up to 25 years ago. They talked fondly
of spending hours learning anatomy
but they are also jealous of the laboratory facilities and the iPad/3D projection
setups that my students now have available. What is nice is that some of these
former students are planning to visit to
catch up and to see the resources that I
and my students are fortunate to have.
—Professor Greg Smith, via email

We shared:

SMC professor and award-winning poet
Brenda Hillman has been named chancellor of the Academy of American
Poets, a position held by some of the
most distinguished U.S. poets.

—Sandra Suzy Griffin

You said:

Professor Patrizia Longo and Professor
Michael Barram! —Pdggoodwin

Sandra — me too he was the best professor
ever, I learned so much from him —Adam

Queen Witzig 4 Eva —Kathgman

Gentry

Brava! As a Saint Mary’s parent of an
aspiring poet (Stephanie Strick), we both
send you our heartfelt congratulations.

Brother Michael Avila —Megansmat

This is why I was a Business Management
major at St Mary’s. We only dissected
spread sheets. —Ron Saxton

Professor Naoko Uehara for expanding my
world view, Dr. Patricia Jackson for always believing in the bright future of her
students and former Professor William
Halpin who proves that you can pursue a
goal at any stage of life —thuyp13
BENIN —molbakesisagin
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This was an amazing class!

—Kathleen

Renee

First, I want to reiterate what a nice job
you and your staff did with the article
about my Advanced Anatomy course and
my students. I have received a lot of compliments which reflects the care that went
into the article.
But, there was another plus to the
article and that is I have received many,
many emails from former anatomy students, some of whom participated in

—Janis Rader

Wonderful! I treasure the time I spent
in Jan Term learning about poetry with
Brenda Hillman. —Jennifer Padilla-Burger
How wonderful! I have always recalled
my time in Brenda’s class with deep fondness...nearly 20 years ago, now. I learned
so much about how to put myself and my
world down on paper from her! —Jodie
Aranda

Awesome!!!!! I LOVED her classes!!!
She completely deserves this!!!! —Mary
Ghiglione Peterson

Fantastic! Very proud my child goes to
Saint Mary’s! —Sheila Patel

C
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A
arcade

Building Success

Seminar honored Saint Mary’s won
the 2015 Exemplary Program Award for
Improving General Education from the
Association for General and Liberal Studies for its collaborative work improving
Collegiate Seminar, SMC’s cornerstone
requirement since 1941. “It is a testament
to our willingness to work together in the
true spirit of shared inquiry, listening across
our differences, while always guided by our
shared dedication to our students’ learning,” said Seminar Director José Feito. The
graduating class of 2016 is the first to have
taken the enhanced Seminar classes all four
years. Below: President James Donahue
leading Seminar last fall.
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Professor Rosemary
Graham (center) meets
with students. Over the
past two decades, Saint
Mary’s creative writing
program has “broadened
and deepened in our
mission to accommodate
different styles,” said Professor Brenda Hillman.

Creating Writers

Celebrating 20 years of literary excellence
“We started out wonderful, and we have continued to be wonderful,” said Professor Brenda Hillman, deftly describing the
story arc of Saint Mary’s renowned Creative Writing M.F.A.
program. Hillman, the distinguished poet who holds the department’s Olivia Filippi chair, and her colleagues—along with
students, alums, and a cadre of big-name writers—are celebrating the program’s 20th anniversary this year.
In February, literary luminaries including Daniel Handler,
Robert Hass ’63, and Joyce Carol Oates paid tribute at the program’s annual fundraiser at San Francisco’s Dolby Chadwick
Gallery.
The program is also sponsoring what Director Matthew Zapruder calls “a turbo-charged version” of its annual free public
reading series, including appearances this spring by novelist
Michael Ondaatje and memoirist Sarah Manguso.
“Our program is small and intimate,” said Zapruder, poetry
editor for The New York Times Sunday magazine, editor at Wave
Books, and rock guitarist. Only 24 students are accepted each
year into the two-year program in poetry, fiction, or creative
nonfiction. Yet, Zapruder said, “it feels like a larger program”
because of the Bay Area’s rich cultural resources.
The program’s small size, Zapruder said, affords students an
unusual “level of personal attention from the world-class faculty.” In addition to studying with core faculty like Hillman,
Zapruder, and Lysley Tenorio (who won the prestigious 2015
Rome Prize in Literature), students gain exposure to the wider
literary world through workshops with visiting writers.
More than 350 students, ages 20 to 70, have earned their master’s degrees in creative writing. Alumni have published over 60
books, appeared in many journals, and won numerous awards.
The program plans to expand courses in publishing and add
an optional extra semester. The department will also prioritize
matching students with internships and strengthening scholarships, Hillman said. —Autumn Stephens

seminar: Frances Sweeney; creating: Elizabeth Montoya; odyssey: Susan Tripp Pollard

Saint Mary’s has received a $1.1 million
award from the U.S. Department of
Education (DOE) to enhance academic
support services for low-income and firstgeneration students. The five-year grant is
funded through the DOE’s TRIO Student
Support Services Program and supports Saint Mary’s efforts to motivate and
prepare low-income and first-generation
students for academic success and graduation by building upon their own personal
assets and strengths.

Seminar

Odyssey Out Loud
Joseph Zeccardi
Professor

Zeccardi is the associate
director of the Center
for Writing Across the
Curriculum and adjunct
assistant professor for
Collegiate Seminar. He is
coordinating this year’s
reading which happens
on April 27.

THE ODYSSEY
Homer
Professor Matthew Zapruder reads
The Odyssey, the second of two epic
poems by Homer, the ancient Greek
poet. Thought to have been written
in the late eighth century BCE, it
is a ripping adventure story widely
thought to be one of the greatest
stories of all time.

Last spring, Saint Mary’s brought the tale
of Odysseus to life as more than 50 students, faculty, and staff read The Odyssey in
nearly 14 hours over three days. In typical
Seminar fashion, TheOdyssey@SMC was
conceived with Colin Redemer, clarified
with Krista Varela, and carried off with
the support of Seminar Director José Feito
and the Collegiate Seminar Governing
Board. From the beginning, we were unsure of just when, where, and how, but we
knew why we should do it.
First, it would be awesome, literally
epic, a grandiose feat in the SMC tradition

of the phone booth photo and a chance
for the SMC community to contribute
to a Collegiate Seminar Informal Curriculum. It would also prompt interesting
questions, from “Why should we read The
Odyssey aloud?” to “Why read it at all?” The
Odyssey is a story that’s meant to be heard.
Still, why read Homer at all?
The 18th-century philosopher David
Hume noted that the “same Homer, who
pleased at Athens and Rome two thousand
years ago, is still admired at Paris and at
London. All the changes of climate, government, religion, and language, have not

been able to obscure his glory.” In other
words, great art transcends time and place.
The Odyssey resonates because it’s a story
about people, about a guy on a long, strange
trip who misses home and family, who
uses his wits and charm to overcome obstacles and find his way. He is frustrated,
elated, lucky, unlucky, wise, and foolish.
We might think we’re different, that the
triumphs and tragedies of our modern lives
are far removed from the shores of rocky
Ithaca. Homer reminds us we’re pretty
typical, and certainly no more or less human than those who came before.
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commentary

by Greg Clark
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A
Human Energy Chi-An Emhoff, an assistant professor in the
Kinesiology Department, has been awarded a grant from GU Energy Labs to support a research study investigating the effects of
amino acid supplementation in endurance athletes, in collaboration
with two graduate students, Hanieeh Jafari and Barrett Ross, in the
kinesiology master’s program.

gerry serrano

Waste to Watts

Saint Mary’s students can now toss pizza
crusts, soda, broccoli, and even the unsavory chicken bone into Oliver Hall’s
compost bins knowing their leftovers will be
mashed, dumped into a digester, and turned
into methane and finally electricity.
In March 2015, SMC began working with
Republic Services to expand the College’s
composting program. While SMC has composted for years, composting more food
waste supports the strategic plan’s goals,
said Campus Sustainability Coordinator
Riley Smith. SMC now diverts 53 percent
of its food waste, compared to 33 percent
before.
Republic is introducing the program in
restaurants because they produce the most
food waste, said Recycling Coordinator
Kimberly Lam. Unlike traditional backyard
composting, the company accepts most
waste, including meat, bones, and dairy.
Republic Services trucks the food waste
to the Martinez transfer station and grinds
it up into two-inch bits. It then goes to the
East Bay Municipal Utility District to be
mixed with wastewater sludge and highsugar waste. The final stop is the digester,
which turns the waste into methane, then
electricity.
“Students are really excited
to have the opportunity
to compost their food
waste in Oliver Hall
and have adapted to
the new waste bins
and processes well,”
said Smith, who wants
to add residence halls
to current composters
Oliver Hall, Cafe Louis,
and the Soda Center.
—Sofia Jeremias ’18

A Game-Changer
“[The NMR] gives our
students a critical tool
that will help them learn
important scientific
methods and prepare
them for careers and
advanced studies...in
biology, chemistry, and
biochemistry.” —School
of Science Dean Roy
Wensley

A high-field nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer (NMR)
is an essential but expensive requirement for a school of science. For some time Saint Mary’s has needed to replace its aging
NMR, and in November the College purchased a high-field
superconducting magnet NMR and dedicated the Dennis E.
Meiss NMR Research Laboratory, which provides space for student and faculty research.
“Acquiring this instrument is a game-changer for the School
of Science,” said Dean Roy Wensley. NMR spectroscopy is arguably the most important analytical tool in chemistry, and a
high-field NMR is considered the mark of an effective chemistry
program. It allows researchers to determine the exact structure
of molecules, observe interactions between molecules, and measure molecular diffusion. NMR is important to a wide variety of
disciplines in research, medicine, and industry.
Saint Mary’s NMR was installed just before the beginning of
the fall term and made an immediate impact. Chemistry faculty
were able to devise new experiments for students in organic
chemistry using the new device, which will also benefit students
in analytical chemistry, physical chemistry, and biochemistry.
The NMR laboratory was made possible by a lead gift from
Dennis Meiss ’69 and his wife, Janet Ralston, who gave and
matched $250,000 in donations from others. Their generosity and the contributions of Science Advisory Board members,
alumni, and foundations will vastly improve the research capabilities of students and faculty.
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A
Unexpected Path
While growing up, Gerardo Mendoza
’16 didn’t always
believe his life path
included a college
degree. Like many kids in
his neighborhood, he was saddled with
responsibilities at home and did his best
to help his single mom make ends meet.
That all changed once he joined the
Richmond High School soccer team

Gerardo Mendoza ’16
faced many obstacles
growing up but has
made the most of his
opportunities.

and was introduced to a nonprofit organization called College Is Real.
A San Pablo native, Mendoza jumped
at opportunities, was accepted to Saint
Mary’s, and won a spot on the SMC men’s
soccer team. Last fall, he ended his career
after playing 71 games in four seasons for
the Gaels.
More importantly, the first-generation
college student is on track to graduate this
spring with a degree in communication.

Greenhouse Grows Again Thanks to the efforts of a
professor and two students, a neglected 50-year-old
greenhouse in the Assumption Hall parking lot now
sparkles with new glass, wood, and roof. “It has exceeded my wildest dreams,” said Professor Anthony
Talo of the Biology Department about the long
process of restoring the greenhouse. “When I came
in 2010, I saw this sad greenhouse, and as a plant biologist I felt bad for it.” He took on the greenhouse’s
restoration as a personal challenge two years ago,
then two of his former biology students, Sheila Kocelj and Viviana Garcia (both class of 2015), took it
over as part of their senior project. Now, the greenhouse is fully remodeled and can serve as a place for
students to grow easily studied model plants, such as
corn and tobacco. Talo hopes the greenhouse will be
there another 50 years.
8
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“Despite all the obstacles I faced growing up, I feel blessed to say I will have
my college degree from Saint Mary’s,”
said Mendoza. “When I was growing up,
there always seemed to be something that
would make things difficult. It is so satisfying to know that in a couple of months
I will be the first in my family to graduate
from college, especially from a school like
Saint Mary’s.”
At its best, a Saint Mary’s education
brings people from different cultures and
backgrounds together, leading them to
significant personal growth.
“I’ve learned so much about myself and
how to communicate better because of
the diversity of our team as well as the
College,” said Mendoza. “As a freshman,
I was a shy kid who would sit in the corner and not really talk with anyone. I felt
awkward. Now, I feel comfortable communicating with people from all over the
world. I think I view society differently
and am more aware of how important it is
to present myself in a certain way.”
—Richard Kilwien

Unexpected: Tod Fierner; Greenhouse: Sandra Mallalieu; raising: gerry serrano; attorney: tod fierner

First-generation college student jumps at opportunities.

A
Raising Readers for 20 years

Saint Mary’s is the only place in the West where teachers can go
to be trained in Reading Recovery, a literacy intervention program
in the Kalmanovitz School of Education. In 2010, the U.S. Department of Education awarded SMC a $2.1 million five-year grant
along with 16 other universities to expand Reading Recovery. In
five years, Reading Recovery produced the strongest data of all the

national projects and included more than 110,000 children.
“We have followed kids’ progress throughout school, and we
have an amazing number of kids who are continuing to do well,
with some of our students even coming to SMC,” said Adria Klein,
SMC’s Reading Recovery director.
Not only does SMC train teachers in how to teach Reading
Recovery in schools, it also trains teachers with at least a master’s
degree to be teacher leaders who return to their districts to train
other teachers. For more than 20 years, SMC has trained teachers
from more than 10 states, including in districts such as Oakland
and Antioch. Once a week, teachers work with students behind
one-way glass so 12 teachers can observe them before debriefing
afterward (left).
“The kids we serve tend to represent high-poverty areas, but
kids at all levels need reading help,” said Klein, explaining that
reading teachers teach the first-graders at the lowest reading
levels one-on-one for 30 minutes daily for 12 to 20 weeks, the
equivalent of bringing them to grade level in two days. “And these
are the kids they said couldn’t learn.”

Attorney-in-Training
For Carina Novell ’16, missing a race in October during her senior season was stressful. Novell had to think hard, focus, and
do her best, but not because she was injured or in trouble. For
Novell, her mind had to be in the right place while her team
was in Sacramento, at the Capital Cross Challenge without her
because she was taking the Law School Admission Test (LSAT).
Her absence on that October race day was definitely noticed.
As one of three seniors on the women’s team, Novell has
taken on a leadership role with the Gaels. “She’s always
been able to rally the women,” said cross-country head
coach Marty Kinsey. “She’s always concerned about
anything negative and trying to turn it into a positive.
She’s been a big part of changing our culture.”
Novell, an accomplished student-athlete who was on
the West Coast Conference Commissioner’s Honor
Roll last year with a 3.9 grade point average in
economics, has chosen law as her career path
and is already eyeing getting into some of the
nation’s best law schools. Unhappy with her
scores on the June LSAT, she decided to
retake it in October even though it meant
she had to miss a race.
“I’m writing my personal statement
for law school about running, the lessons I’ve learned, and being able to set
goals,” said Novell, who interned at San
Francisco law firm Morrison & Foerster last summer
and is interested in public policy and social justice.
—Mark Rivera

Pedal Power

Saint Mary’s clinched the national Fall
Frenzy bike competition after 754 riders
pedaled 10,596 indoor miles over 240
hours in five weeks, burned 400,092 total
calories, and beat 154 colleges.
Carina Novell ’16 excels
at balancing athletics
with academics and
strategies for her future.

SMC

defeated

154
colleges

10,596
indoor miles
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A
New M.s. in Management

The College has introduced a new program
to help bridge the widening gap between
earning a four-year college degree and
finding meaningful work. Starting in July,
the School of Economics and Business
Administration’s new M.S. in Management
Program offers nonbusiness undergraduate majors with minimal work experience
a one-year path to acquiring the business
skills necessary to make themselves more
attractive to potential employers.

THE POETRY OF THEOLOGY

How does artistic expression articulate
theological ideas? A new book by Anne M.
Carpenter, assistant professor of Catholic
systematic theology, explores the dialogue
between formal theology, philosophical reflection, and
the arts. TheoPoetics: Hans Urs
von Balthasar and
the Risk of Art and
Being, published
in November by
University of Notre
Dame Press, focuses
on the work of Swiss
theologian Hans
Urs von Balthasar
(1905-1988), a
Catholic priest who
is considered one of
the most important
Roman Catholic
theologians of the
20th century and
whose theology
used poetry and
poets to express
metaphysical truth.
10
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Lisa Dyas, a student in
SEBA’s Trans-Global
M.B.A. Program, worked
in development and
community relations
at the Alameda Point
Collaborative, which
provides housing for 500
low-income residents.

SEBA student Lisa Dyas worked to provide shelter and job skills
to the homeless at the Alameda Point Collaborative (APC), one of
her roles in eight years of nonprofit work. In the late 1990s, the
collaborative transformed the vacated barracks of the defunct
Alameda Naval Air Station into a solution for homelessness. The
200 empty units now house more than 500 residents—over 300
of whom are children—who also have access to job training,
counseling, and youth programs.
“I saw a lot of potential and room for growth here,” said Dyas,
former director of fund development and community relations
at APC. “It wasn’t a situation where I was stepping into a machine and I was just going to be another cog.”
Transitioning into a leadership role after seven years interacting directly with people served by nonprofits, Dyas sought
out Saint Mary’s Trans-Global M.B.A. Program to learn how to
bridge the gap between operations and administration.
“In the past I’ve worked directly with the population, so I understand when case workers are protective of the people they’re
working with,” said Dyas. “One of the things I’m trying to do is
demonstrate how important it is that our members share their
stories because I know the impact that they can have.”
Dyas found her work at APC, which she joined in 2012 after
moving to Alameda, particularly rewarding because of its connection to her immediate community.
“My daughter goes to the same school that our residents go
to, so not only do I feel very close to the mission here, but I can
see the impact we’re having firsthand,” Dyas said. “If our kids
at APC succeed, then my own children are also succeeding. I’ve
never been so deeply tied to one community like this.”
Additional ties bind Dyas, Saint Mary’s, and the collaborative.
For the past few years, SMC undergrads have volunteered at APC.
“The mission of the College and that of APC are closely
aligned,” said Dyas. “It’s not lip service.” —Joel Bahr M.F.A. ’13

community: Jim Block; liberal: james goss

Community Ties

Interview

By Jo Shroyer

Liberal Arts Passion

Sheila Hassell Hughes—the new dean of
the School of Liberal Arts—is a tall, enthusiastic people person with a big smile.
As the youngest child who grew up in a
deeply religious family in western Canada, Hughes describes herself as a sincere
optimist. And she is passionate about the
liberal arts.
“A liberal arts education fosters critical thinking, innovation, creativity, and
imagination,” she said, adding that while
STEM (science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics) and other professional
fields have grown in popularity, “the liberal arts give us the ability to understand
the history, culture, language, and all
the aspects of our lives in which science,
technology, and business are embedded.”
After spending a year at the Baptist
Leadership Training School (BLTS) in Calgary, Alberta, Hughes earned her bachelor
of arts degree in English, with honors,
from the University of British Columbia,
a master of arts degree in English from
the University of Toronto, and a Ph.D. in
women’s studies from Emory University
in Atlanta. Her research focuses on gender and religion in American women’s
literature, feminist theory, pedagogy, and
curriculum and girls’ studies.
During her 17 years teaching at University of Dayton, a Catholic Marianist
institution in southwest Ohio, Hughes
increasingly took on responsibilities for
administration. To her surprise, she really
liked it. “I kind of went into it reluctantly,
as I think many faculty do, thinking it was
just administrative paperwork,” Hughes
said. “But then I discovered that it’s far
more about leadership and vision, change,
and making things better for faculty and
students.” And she also realized that she
was good at it.
Hughes chaired the English Department
at Dayton, its largest, with approximately
40 full-time faculty. The department grew

considerably under Hughes’ leadership.
She also was the director of the Women’s
and Gender Studies Program, helping to
create a new academic major and playing
a key role in the establishment of a new
university-wide first-year humanities
program. Hughes became a campus leader
on issues related to internationalization,
diversity, and gender equity.
In the relative quiet of her office in
Dante Hall, with the animated traffic of
a busy campus outside, Hughes reflected
on the tasks that lie before her as dean,
especially the College’s intention to provide stronger support for faculty research.
“I’ve been really impressed with the
level of faculty scholarship, both in terms
of productivity and excellence. We have
some real stars across the disciplines.”
She pointed to the humble, highly collaborative interdisciplinary culture at Saint
Mary’s that resists spotlighting the work
of individuals.
“With the kind of education we provide
here, that requires really versatile teaching, service, advising, and one-on-one
relationships with students, it’s truly

impressive that faculty do such stellar research.” Hughes aims to support faculty
creativity and find external funding for it.
Hughes is likewise impressed by Saint
Mary’s students. “They do the reading!”
In every class the dean has observed,
the students have come to class having
read the text, ready to actively discuss
“and in some cases grab the reins of the
discussion away from the professor,” she
said, smiling broadly. “In my 20 years in
higher ed, it’s been a common faculty lament, especially in the humanities, that
the students don’t do the reading,” she
said. “In the liberal arts, students need to
engage with substantial texts in a careful
and critical way, and it’s really frustrating
when they don’t do the reading.” Hughes
said, only half in jest, that she would like
to get T-shirts printed with “Saint Mary’s
Students Do the Reading.”
Hughes recognizes she has much to
learn about the College and its gifts and
challenges. “But I bring to this work my
passion for diversity and inclusion, and for
supporting our faculty and students, making their experiences richer and better.”
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Father Hai Ho ’03, O.F.M. Cap.

Chaplain

I’m a runner. (And, no, I don’t run in my sandals and brown robe!) Besides
being physically energizing and mentally freeing, running has also been a
spiritual practice for me. Running is one of the ways that I pray, usually
with the rosary or reflecting on my upcoming homily. Some of the better
homilies that I’ve preached have been inspired during a run. I ran the LA
Marathon a few years ago and am planning to run the OC Marathon in
May 2016 to support migrants and refugees. #priestontherun

roundtable

Charles Moore ’70

Chief executive officer at McGuire Real Estate

What would surprise people depends on who you ask! For instance,
my three sons can’t believe Dad ever had hair. I also used to be a glider
pilot. My home port was Calistoga, famous for the winds off the ridge
that created an up-wave. You could fly straight lines with the wing just
a few feet from the ridge. My takeoffs were impeccable, but my bouncy
landings were not, prompting my fellow pilots to call me “Mr. Lander.”
I’m willing to take fellow Gaels soaring as long as they know I haven’t
been in a glider for 25 years.

Brother Michael F. Murphy ’79, M.A. ’95

Visiting professor of linguistics, Department of Modern Languages

People might be surprised to know that I took a yoga class with
Elena Rose Lovejoy, now professor emeritus in KSOE, when I
was an undergraduate at Saint Mary’s many years ago. Perhaps
more surprising is that I continue to use of some of those yoga
practices of stretching and breathing that she taught me with
such passion when I go do my daily workout. Physical wellbeing is intimately connected to my embodied Lasallian spirituality. I am deeply grateful to Elena for her inspired teaching of a
practice that continues to give meaning to my life even today.

the topic

Beneath the
Surface

Kendra Capece ’12

Operations manager at the Workshop Cafe, San Francisco

I was partially raised by a Catholic priest. He baptized me and when
my mom was juggling full-time work and school, he picked me up from
school and I volunteered at the rectory every week for five years. We
told stories, played games, did homework, and ate a lot of ice cream.
He’s also a total rebel and tells it how it is, not your stereotypical priest.
Although he’s in his early 90s now, he’s still one of my best pals. I am
very grateful for the influence he’s had on my life and love him dearly.

Meg Shea ’87

Integrative nutrition health coach

For more than four decades, I’ve been swimming in pools, lakes, rivers, and oceans
around the world. Often those waters have been murky and tumultuous. Now in my
50s, I am a woman of purpose who acknowledges that my life in and under the water
has taught me dolphin-like flow. As I downshift from the frenetic, doing life and commit to my health, what really matters has surfaced—health and integrity, the foundation of a fulfilling and workable life. Extraordinary well-being is our access to healthy
choices, communication, freedom, and relatedness with others. Ripple effect of good!
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Raina J. León

Associate professor, Single Subject Credential Program, English

It involves television. I am a Trekkie/Trekker (Nimoy preferred the latter as the
identifier). My favorite captains: Picard, Sisko, Janeway. Depends on the day. In
Star Trek, I think of relationships and the laws and politics that govern them. I
can also imagine a future where there are people of color who lead, guide, and
create. Science fiction is a product of our current imagining for the future, yet it
often omits people of color, especially Black people. What does this say for our
current reality? Still, in Star Trek, I dream of future and legacy.

Alfonso Avila ’14

Tesla Motors university programs recruiter

I’m a “guy’s guy” who lives and breathes sports, is obsessed with cars,
and drives a truck. I also happen to love Taylor Swift. I stumbled on her
music when I was going through my first heartbreak in high school.
Initially, I resisted, until I listened to “You Belong With Me” and
thought, “How can she possibly know what is going on in my life!?”
Ever since, Taylor’s tunes have accompanied me on the emotional highs
and lows of life. I may not look like a typical Taylor Swift fan, but I’m
right up there with her biggest fans.
Can we really know another person?
Everything about them? That’s a question we’ve likely pondered since the
beginning of human relationships. Each
of us is a complex brew of ideas, passions,
duties, wounds, and exquisite blessings,
the details of which we release as appropriate for the occasion. Even in this era
of curated identities and online sharing,
it’s still difficult to truly know the life of
another person. So we asked the question: Can you tell us something about
yourself that people might not already
know?

Art Gilmore ’86
Retired; volunteer

I retired from Lucent Technologies 14 and a half years ago—
very early. Since then, I volunteer for three organizations
including Silicon Valley Crime Stoppers, where I serve on the
board of directors as treasurer and CFO. We work with law
enforcement agencies and the media to offer cash rewards for
anonymous tips. We’ve solved many crimes that have led to a
number of arrests and convictions. It’s a way we can make the
community safer.

Jordann Coleman ’04

Vice president, Heffernan Insurance Brokers

I have become an advocate for newborn screening. My son was
born with a serious but treatable disease, and thanks to the newborn screening test performed shortly after his birth, we were able
to diagnose the disease and immediately begin treatment without
him sustaining any adverse effects. There is no uniform standard of
testing across the country, so the difference between life and death
for these babies can depend on their birthplace. I will continue to
advocate until all babies born in the U.S. are able to receive timely
screenings and results so they can lead happy and healthy lives.

Megan Bryan ’02

Firefighter, Oakland Fire Department

I’m an Oakland firefighter and mother. I play two roles, wearing two different uniforms.
At work I wear my turnout gear at fires and medical gloves on medical emergencies. At
home, I can be found playing with my 1-year-old in my comfy sweats. I work a 24-hour
shift and sleep at the firehouse, away from my family. Work can be extremely stressful
when responding to emergencies. I love getting off shift in the morning, walking home,
and seeing my daughter Scout’s bright smile when I walk in the door. My job and life
are very rewarding.
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Backstage
Pass
The magic behind
the scenes of
the January Term
children's play.
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By Andrew Faught / Photography by philip pacheco

W

Emily Gisler '19, who
played Wilbur the pig
in "Charlotte's Web,"
checks her makeup as
she prepares to go on
stage. The play is based
on E.B. White's novel
about Wilbur, doomed
to slaughter, and
Charlotte, a spider who
weaves messages in
her webs to save him.

hen the actors in this year’s
January Term production of
“Charlotte’s Web” made their
curtain call, Beckett Finn was nowhere to
be seen.
He’d have it no other way. The Saint
Mary’s technical director, who with students built five major scene elements for
the production—including a barn, tree,
and fence—found gratification in other
ways.
“When the actors and director come
in, and the audience is there and they’re
excited, that’s the most rewarding part
for me,” said Finn, whose career in theater appeared preordained when his
parents named him after Irish playwright
Samuel Beckett. “Frequently, the students
I’m working with have never used tools
before. To think, ‘Oh, my gosh, we built
this,’ that’s exciting.”
In productions at Saint Mary’s and elsewhere, Finn is a critical cog in an army
of behind-the-scenes operatives, without
whom dramatis personae could never utter their lines. Thirteen days before the
LeFevre Theatre curtains opened for
“Charlotte’s Web,” Finn was at Home Depot buying lumber and 10 gallons of paint.
“People don’t get into my job if they’re
exclusively 9 to 5,” said Finn, whose 11year technical theater career has ranged
from Broadway to professional regional
and academic theater. “It doesn’t usually
work out that way. There were a couple
of weeks over the summer [on the East
Coast] when my crew and I were working

18 to 20 hours for a week at a time. You
go home and sleep immediately, and you
don’t do anything else.”
His efforts at Saint Mary’s didn’t go
unappreciated. Nearly 3,000 Bay Area
children in preschool through second
grade converged on campus from Jan. 26–
29 to see 10 performances of E.B. White’s
classic tale of friendship. This year marked
the 24th year the College has offered the
Jan Term class Creating Theater for Young
Adults, in which SMC students spend an
intense month producing all aspects of a
children’s show, from acting to set production.
While she wasn’t involved in this year’s
production, Assistant Professor Deanna
Zibello, head of design and technical theater, teaches her students scenic design.
They’re trained to ask critical questions:
How do objects fill the stage? What should
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the color scheme be, and how should the
actors interact with set pieces?
“That’s my area of expertise,” said Zibello, who in conjunction with a director
builds scale models of sets and creates
computer renderings before a set is finalized. “But I also teach courses in technical
theater more generally. How, if you have
a group of artists all working together, do
you manage communications and who’s
in charge of doing what job?”
But that’s not even the first order of
business.
“I always tell my students that the very
first step in the process is to read the
play,” Zibello said. “I’ll usually read it two
or three times before I even sit and talk to
the director. Then the director and the designers will meet and talk about the play
itself: why the director chose the play,
what appeals to him or her about it, and

why certain characters do certain things
or don’t do certain things.”
Saint Mary’s theater program draws
a number of students who, like actors
soaking up the spotlight, find similar joy
working behind the scenes, according to
program director Professor Rebecca Engle.
“As high school students, they likely
excelled in backstage jobs requiring
leadership and organization skills, like
stage management, or jobs that involved
technical savvy, like lighting and sound,”
Engle said.
Saint Mary’s theater production manager and performing arts faculty member
Matthew Cohen mentors many budding
stage managers, whose chief role is to
serve the director and facilitate rehearsals
and performances.
As production manager, Cohen is no
small presence in planning and executing a

project. “I’m in constant contact with the
heads of each department, for instance,
the technical director who is in charge
of the scenery, or the costume designer,”
Cohen said. “I’m constantly monitoring
students’ work to see if they’re learning as
well as acting responsibly. We want them
to be creative and at the same time learn
what it means to be a team player.”
Cohen holds weekly production
meetings with designers, the technical
director, and the stage manager. All Saint
Mary’s productions—the two main stage
performances in the fall and spring and
the Jan Term play—are planned during
the summer.
“We talk about any changes that might
happen, any budget issues or budget constraints that might be coming up,” Cohen
said. “It’s my job to see the bigger picture.
I have a memory for minutiae of the entire production. I keep a zillion details in
my head at all times.
“Of course, I feel an enormous amount
of pride when a show opens,” he added.
“I feel very responsible for what’s up on

Madison Latner '19
(above), carpenter and
usher for the show, builds
a fence. Below, adjusting
her costume, is Amanda
Ramos '18, who played
Fern Arabel, the little
girl who befriends and
nutures Wilbur the pig.
Opposite: Justin Howard
'19, who played Homer
Zuckerman, Fern's uncle,
applying makeup.

Making Theater Work
Christina Hogan ’09 has
always loved a good story.
But performing in high
school plays didn’t fire her
passion. It was as a theater
arts major at Saint Mary’s
that Hogan discovered a
world behind the stage. To her
surprise, it kept her squarely in the storyline.
“I hadn’t thought much about the
technical side—about design or stage management—until I got to college,” she said. “I
loved the idea of collaborative storytelling,
surrounding myself with all types of talented
people to pull a production together.”
She’s been doing just that since graduation, working most recently as an assistant
stage manager with American Conservatory
Theater in San Francisco. Hogan, who
recently joined the Actors’ Equity union
representing actors and stage managers, also did stints at Orinda's California
Shakespeare Theater and San Francisco's
Magic Theatre.
“I joke that I feel like a hall monitor,” she
said. “Sometimes it’s a matter of running
down actors and making sure they’re where
they’re supposed to be.”
But the job is far more than that.
“I’m helping the actors to make the story
happen,” Hogan said. “I’ll hand off props or
give cues. I’m right alongside them the whole
time. Sometimes I’m helping with costume
changes. Or I’m literally turning on a flashlight
so an actor can get onstage easily and safely.”
Hogan works on a freelance basis, but as
in many a good story, the journey outweighs
the destination. Her starting place, however,
is always the same.
"I just love storytelling," she said.
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Like many a technical director, Adam Tantillo ’14
wears the toils of his work
on his hands.
“They have really thick
calluses and they’re all
messed up,” he said with
a laugh. “There’s a ton of
heavy lifting, and a lot of fine
construction as well.”
Now attending the California Institute
of the Arts in Valencia, Tantillo is in the
first year of a three-year M.F.A. program in
technical direction, one of a few of its kind in
the nation. An art form all its own, technical
direction includes building stage pieces from
drawings and models.
Tantillo is getting ready to embark on one
of his most ambitious creations to date: a
1,600-square-foot Plexiglas stage that will
be raised over the main stage with motors.
Actors will traverse the platform for a
CalArts production of Tor Age Bringsvaerd’s
“The Glass Mountain.”
As part of his coursework, Tantillo
studies structural, mechanical, and materials
engineering. Creating the stage, he said, “is
all math.”
Tantillo’s chosen career came about
largely by happenstance. He initially planned
to become an orthopedic surgeon. Circumstances intervened.
“I needed a job when I started at Saint
Mary’s, and I didn’t want to sit behind a
desk,” he recalled. “The theater department
was hiring somebody to build their sets and
I applied. I really enjoyed it, so I decided to
major in it.
“The satisfaction for me is having no idea
how to make something work, and then
breaking down a problem into small pieces
and figuring out a solution. I just love learning, and I’m learning a ton of different things
all of the time.”
A recent graduate of the
Yale School of Drama’s
M.F.A. program in
stage management,
Shannon Gaughf
’12 is on her way to
New York.
There, she will remount
a production of playwright Danai Gurira’s
“Eclipsed” before it moves to Broadway.
Gaughf will serve as production assistant, an
entry-level stage management role in the
bright lights of New York. Last summer, she
was assistant stage manager at the venerable
Berkshire Theatre Festival in Massachusetts.
Besides guarding against—and remedying—wardrobe and prop malfunctions, the
role, Gaughf said, is akin to being a stage
mother.
“You get to know these actors so
personally,” added Gaughf, the first Saint
Mary’s student to earn the newly created
undergraduate degree in technical theater
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the stage. The cast and crew are aware of
everything I do, and they really do appreciate it.”
Helming “Charlotte’s Web” was guest
director Will Huddleston, a San Francisco actor and playwright who has spent
six years with the Oregon Shakespeare
Festival as both an actor and resident
director.
Jan Term, with its shorter production
schedule, poses unique challenges.
“You have to learn your lines fast, you
have to have your energy up, and you
have to deliver,” Huddleston said. “It’s
very intense.”
Optimally, actors should rehearse an
hour and a half for each minute they
spend onstage, he added, noting that “we
don’t even come close to that. The actors
will get maybe 40 minutes of rehearsal for
every minute they spend onstage.”
“Charlotte’s Web” featured 14 student
actors, and, as is often the case with Jan
Term productions, many were acting for
the first time. (Performing arts majors
are required to have some acting experience, in addition to taking a course in
the basics of technical theater, but any
SMC student can audition for a theater

production.) Huddleston’s hour-long production merged two versions of the play,
one whose script is strictly spoken and
another that features musical numbers.
But actors weren’t just required to
master their lines. Their artistry extended
more broadly: Students pitched in 14
hours over two days painting the set.
Then came creative tech rehearsals,
which typically occur the week before a
play opens. Rehearsals can last up to 10
hours and for the first time incorporate
all elements of the production. Nerves can
run high.
“Until this point, all aspects of the production have been separate,” Zibello said.
“The scenery has been built in the shop,
the actors have been rehearsing with the
directors, and the lighting designer has
been hanging lights in the theater and
focusing them. It’s a very stressful point.”
Huddleston has other concerns.
“The most anxiety-producing thing
is worrying that you don’t have enough
time to do a scene at its very best,” he
said. “That’s an anxiety I have no matter
what show I do, and I don’t know of any
director who feels like they have enough
rehearsal time.”

Freshmen Justin
Howard and Robert
“Quin” Hinzie, who
played John Arable,
Fern's father.

But in the big picture, a play’s success
is only as effective as its marketing. Rallying enthusiasm for “Charlotte’s Web”
was Nora Encinas, program coordinator
and event manager for the Performing
Arts Department. She sold tickets to 33
schools, branching out this year to campuses in Concord, Antioch, and Oakland.
Encinas also organized a catered lunch for
the children.
“We’re going to keep them on campus
a little longer so they can see the college
kids and get a feel for the campus,” said
Encinas, whose own role is decidedly
behind the scenes. “I love getting the
kids in the theater and seeing their faces
when they come out. That’s where I get
my happiness.”

Emily Gisler, above with
Amanda Ramos, and
left, meeting a young
audience member
after the performance,
something the actors
always try to do after
the children's play.

and design. “You know what makes them
happy and what they don’t like. When you
do seven or eight performances a week, you
know what works and what doesn’t. I’m a
problem-solver in so many ways.”
Growing up in Monterey, Gaughf loved
theater but was too shy to act. She dabbled
in stage management in high school but got
her deepest exposure to the craft at Saint
Mary’s, when Michael Cook, now-retired
technical director at the College, needed a
stage manager and entreated her to fill the
role. She accepted.
“I think they were crazy,” Gaughf said with
a laugh. “I had no idea what I was doing.”
But she’s come to love life behind the
curtain.
“Honestly, sometimes it’s even more
fascinating than what’s happening onstage,”
said Gaughf. “It’s such a collaboration. The
director of the actors may get all of the
credit, but no one can do it alone.”
Linda Baumgardner
’05 and her artistic
sensibilities have returned
to their roots. After
earning a performing
arts degree (with an
emphasis in theater) at
Saint Mary’s—and an
M.F.A. at CalArts—she
came back to Moraga in 2008 to influence a
new generation of Gaels. Baumgardner now
is adjunct associate professor of performing
arts and director of the design and production portion of the College’s M.F.A. in Dance
program.
In those roles, she teaches theater design
and production, as well as lighting design.
Her students have gone on to work for Bay
Area theater companies.
Baumgardner has seen her protégés lock
on to careers they might not have known
existed.
“For me, the satisfaction is in working
with the students and seeing them find
something that they’re passionate about,”
Baumgardner said. “A lot of people who
want to go into the arts, especially when
they’re in high school or younger, think that
they want to be onstage.
“When they find out what it’s like to work
backstage and how to bring things together
in a way that technical theater does, it can be
really satisfying. It’s about helping students
find something they didn’t realize they were
intrigued by and showing them how to
follow that path.”
When she arrived at Saint Mary’s as a student, Baumgardner was determined to act.
Instead, she ended up working backstage at
all but one performance. In graduate school,
Baumgardner completed an internship at the
Joffrey Ballet, where she worked backstage
helping to manage productions.
“I enjoyed being the glue that helped hold
it all together,” she said. “And you didn’t have
to deal with the stage fright.”
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Business

Ideas

Wing
Competition inspires
budding entrepreneurs to
turn passions into products.
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Molly O’Kane E.M.B.A. ’12 found a business idea in her young
son’s closetful of outgrown clothing. She discovered other mothers also had barely worn items that no longer fit. O’Kane had a
solution: an online marketplace where parents could sell this
clothing and donate a portion of the proceeds to a local school
or charity.
“A lot of moms had this idea in the past but never executed
on it,” said the San Francisco resident who previously worked in
nutrition and program management. “I thought the competition
would motivate me to sit down and think about this idea churning in my head, and give me a deadline.”
Hamsa Buvaraghan’s idea grew out of a years-long quest for
health and wellness. Searching for natural ways to address
fatigue after an allergic reaction to a medication landed her
in a hospital intensive care unit, she
struggled to find a practitioner who
met her needs. Another time, suffering chronic pain, she went from
doctor to doctor, diagnosis to diag“[The Business Idea
nosis, without resolution or relief.
“I come from an engineering and
Competition] puts
computer science background. I’m
them on a path to
very analytical. It puzzled me that no
one could figure out what was wrong,”
being better able to
he moment had arrived. After two
said Buvaraghan E.M.B.A. ’14.
weeks of preparation—the all-day
She suspected others faced similar
satisfy their career
coaching workshops and countless
frustrations. Buvaraghan also had
needs. All of the
hours of practice—the eight finalists in
an idea to help: an online platform
the Saint Mary’s College Business Idea
connecting patients with the right
winners have pursued
Competition were ready to present.
healthcare practitioners.
their ideas. Some
Soon judges from the Keiretsu FoA business idea came to Gerald Carum, a global angel investor network,
brera E.M.B.A. ’14 when a colleague
nonwinners, too.
would decide which of them was most
mused about putting solar panels on
Even if they take that
worthy. The room was packed with
streetlights. A mechanical engineer
entrepreneurs, potential investors,
who had run his family’s Concord
step and fail, as long
faculty, and fellow students. It would
engineering company and designed
as they’re open to
all come down to a two-minute pitch,
large-scale solar energy systems, Caplus four additional minutes for quesbrera thought, “Why not take it a step
learning from that
tions and answers.
further? How do you make light poles
failure, it makes them
“You need an idea that’s viable.
do more?”
Usually, these are high-growth opporPlacing a solar sleeve on light poles
better the next time.”
tunities with a clear exit plan. It’s also
could provide energy and reduce costs
—SEBA Professor Berna Aksu
a matter of how convincing you are as
for communities. But Cabrera saw
a presenter and as a cheerleader for the
the opportunity to offer additional
idea. Do you have the background or
services, such as Wi-Fi and security
just the passion?” explained School of
cameras, as well as an innovative
Economics and Business Administrarevenue-sharing business model. He
tion (SEBA) Associate Professor Berna Aksu, who launched the explained, “That way, everyone wins. Thinking globally, this is
competition to promote entrepreneurial thinking on campus.
a simple way to improve the infrastructure and safety of any
And behind every idea lies a wide range of ideas and inspira- city or town or village.”
tions. Many are drawn from personal or professional experience.
O’Kane’s idea earned top honors in the first competition, in
Others emerge from unexpected places. Still more are driven by 2012. Cabrera won in 2014, with Buvaraghan as his runner-up.
a desire to provide a social or environmental benefit.
Each first-place finisher received a cash prize, legal advice, and
22
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She had first proposed her idea as a
access to the Keiretsu Forum’s Angel
class project while studying entreCapital Expo.
preneurship at Stanford University in
“It puts them on a path to being bet“I thought the
2012 and later taken it to the Foundter able to satisfy their career needs,”
er Institute, a Silicon Valley startup
said Aksu. “All of the winners have
competition would
boot camp for talented entrepreneurs.
pursued their ideas. Some nonwinmotivate me to sit
“For me, the competition was most
ners, too. Even if they take that step
important
for the connections I could
and fail, as long as they’re open to
down and think
make. It wasn’t about pitching my
learning from that failure, it makes
about this idea
idea but about getting feedback,” said
them better the next time.”
Buvaraghan, who has extensive prodFor O’Kane, winning validated her
churning in my
uct management experience in startup
idea. She recalled, “I was surprised but
head, and give me a
companies. “All of the mentors were
happy because I was passionate about
great. One ended up being one of my
the need for my idea in the universe.
deadline.”
company’s advisers.”
Then it began to develop fast.”
—Molly O’Kane E.M.B.A. ’12
Inoviva continued to evolve. MarO’Kane decided to launch her used
ket research by students in Professor
clothing business with a friend rather
Saroja Subrahmanyan’s class gave Buthan pursuing investors. She spent
varaghan information about consumer
more than a year building the marketinterest in integrative medicine. She
place she named Sweet Sprouts while
also consulting part time. She did extensive market research and also explored working with traditional medical practices and
worked on a loyalty program to increase sales. Then, facing a se- licensing Inoviva’s platform to hospitals and healthcare plans.
“We wanted to take it to the next level of patient engagement,”
rious health issue, O’Kane shuttered the site in December 2014.
“It was a good learning experience,” O’Kane said. “I came Buvaraghan explained. “We also had two patents pending for
from a nontechnical background and created an online site from our recommendation engine, which is another differentiator.”
Then some promising partnerships with healthcare organiscratch. I learned a lot about startups in general.”
With her health improving, O’Kane is now a volunteer consul- zations stalled. Buvaraghan, who acted as CEO and personally
tant at San Francisco’s Renaissance Entrepreneurship Center and funded Inoviva, said, “When that happened, we decided to put
thinking about her next venture. She said, “I have other ideas it on hold. Even if you’re passionate about an idea, you have to
percolating. Having done that first one, I know how to approach be realistic.”
Though still an Inoviva board member, she now works full
it. I’m burnt out on kids’ clothes right now,
time as a product manager for SAP Labs, the Silicon Valley
although I left myself the option to go
software product research and development arm of the
back if I choose.”
multinational company SAP SE. But Buvaraghan
When Buvaraghan competed,
continues to apply what she learned through her
she was already building the
experience with Inoviva. She explained, “I take an
company called Inoviva.
entrepreneurial approach, whether I’m working
for someone else or myself. That’s something
that can’t change.”
Like Buvaraghan, Cabrera entered the
competition with a long-standing idea. He
originally formed Advanced Energy Solutions with a partner in 2009 but put it aside
for a position with PG&E as the economy
soured. Only when Cabrera submitted a lastminute application to the competition five
years later did his idea reemerge—this time to
considerable success.
“It took off like wildfire. Some of the investors
and faculty pulled me aside and said, ‘You’ve really
got something here.’ It was a wonderful response to my
raw presentation,” Cabrera recalled. “The competition is a
networking opportunity. People are more than willing to talk
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business development, to exercise what I know and what I’ve
to you, assuming you have a good idea.”
Cabrera left PG&E in May 2014 to restart his company, now learned. Several things keep my time moving when development
named SolarFi. His biggest hurdle remains locating a manu- gets slow.”
He has spent some of his time encouraging other potential SMC
facturer for the solar sleeve he designed. Cabrera explained,
“We have all the components, but finding someone with the entrepreneurs, whom Aksu hopes will emerge from a variety of
technical capacity to build it has been difficult. It’s going to programs now that she’s opening the competition to students
outside SEBA. Cabrera spoke in one
come one day.”
of Aksu’s entrepreneurship classes and
When that happens, Cabrera knows
recalled, “Some students came to me
he can return to the Keiretsu Forum
afterward and said I was one of the
for support. He explained, “They’ve
reasons they put their ideas into the
said ‘Come back to us. You’re wellcompetition. That was one of the most
known in our community.’ After the
rewarding things about winning.”
competition, people were trying to
give me $10 million to do this, but I
needed to do my due diligence first. I
did get picked up by an investor who
gave me a good amount of money to
do research and work on other products. I’ve filed four patents already.
Some things are easier to prototype
than others.”
Cabrera sees his soon-to-be-released
product—a suitcase with a built-in
—Hamsa Buvaraghan E.M.B.A. ’14
battery charger—as a trial run for SolarFi. He said, “I no longer engineer
anything. I’m using my skill set to do

“I take an
entrepreneurial
approach, whether
I’m working for
someone else or
myself. That’s
something that
can’t change.”
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The Natural

In 2011, a horrific accident in Los Angeles
left Andy Hnilo ’06 with a shattered jaw,
seven crushed ribs, and a collapsed lung. “I
am very lucky to be alive,” said Hnilo, who
was run over by two SUVs as he tried to
cross Melrose Avenue on foot.
But Hnilo—a model and actor, as well
as a Division I baseball player at SMC—
bounced back with a vengeance, resuming
intensive workouts before he could even
chew. Seven weeks later, he walked the
runway for Macy’s, just one day after his
jaw wires were removed.
“My smile was crooked,” recalled Hnilo,
now 33 and CEO of skin care company
Alitura Naturals. But his skin glowed, and
his modeling career stayed intact—thanks
to kicked-up nutrition and a healing facial
mask he made in his bedroom-turned-lab
“with 1,100 pounds of food-grade ingredients and a mixer from Home Depot.”
A communications major who attended
UC Berkeley and Sacramento State before
transferring to SMC, Hnilo considered
careers in baseball and sports broadcasting.
But just after graduation, he’d moved to
Los Angeles and landed the lead role in
The Great American Dream, an independent film about college baseball.
After the accident, Hnilo found
himself drawn in another professional direction. With his own face
as testimony, he launched Alitura
Naturals in 2014, adding “entrepreneur” to a CV studded with Calvin
Klein gigs and roles on Days of
Our Lives.
“For so long I was wondering
what I was going to do with my
life,” said Hnilo, who aims to
make Alitura Naturals a household name, and to inspire others
who have suffered devastating
events. —Autumn Stephens

The Legacy of Joltin’ Joe
A Gael has worked to
preserve the memory
and treasures of a legendary Bay Area athlete.

On a chilly January day in 1954, a newlywed couple climbed
aboard a sleek Chris Craft pleasure cruiser hours after their city
hall ceremony and took to the San Francisco Bay to taste the
salt water in the air and get some alone time. The groom, tall
and handsome, was born in Martinez and knew the waters. His
father had been a fisherman, and though the groom served in the
Army during World War II, most everyone knew him as a ballplayer, a darned good one at that. In fact, for one magic summer
in the Bronx in 1941, he would collect a hit in 56 straight games
as a member of the New York Yankees, a record that stands to
this day. He, of course, was Joe DiMaggio; the buxom bride who
had taken his hand and come aboard with him was Marilyn
Monroe, and together they were sailing through a biting breeze
on the 22-foot Joltin’ Joe, perhaps just to get away from it all for
a bit.
It’s stories like this that Ken Weseloh ’77 is working to preserve as the president of the Joe DiMaggio Hometown Hero
Project. Weseloh, who calls Martinez home, and the Hometown
Hero Project have big plans to honor the Yankee Clipper in
his hometown that include commissioning a mural, erecting a
statue, creating a permanent museum, conducting interviews
about DiMaggio for an oral history compilation, and finding a
home for the Joltin’ Joe, which, after years of deterioration in the
Martinez Marina, has been restored to its original glory.
To help reestablish DiMaggio’s legacy in the Bay Area,
Weseloh is currently fundraising and promoting awareness for
the project, and he’s brought on some big names to help him
thus far—including another Bay Area Hall of Famer, Tony La
Russa, who is serving as an honorary member of the board of
directors. —Joel Bahr M.F.A. ’13
Rugby Rules The seventh annual
Pat Vincent Rugby Dinner gathered
300 members of the Gael Rugby
Nation to celebrate SMC’s back-toback national championships and
honor Jerry Murphy ’72, Lifetime
Achievement Award winner.
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Safe Water Champion

Lawrence Siegel ’65 was deeply moved by
the pope’s assertion in his encyclical on the
environment that “access to safe drinkable
water is a basic and universal human right.”
It's something to which Siegel has dedicated
20 years on behalf of the one billion people
worldwide who lack it. He co-founded and
directs Safe Water International, a Santa
Barbara–based nonprofit that works to
bring locally sustainable purification systems to improve sanitation and drinking
water in remote regions of Mexico, Cambodia, Africa, and Latin America.
“The Lasallian mission has governed just

about every part of my life since I walked
away from the campus,” said Siegel, who
credits his undergraduate exposure to
“amazing people” such as the renowned
scholar Father Robert Smith (founder of
the Integral Program), philosopher Joseph
F. Lanigan, poet John Logan, and the “courageous Brothers who brought in highly
controversial religious authorities and
theologians” to speak on Vatican II.
After graduating, Siegel earned an M.A.
in international relations at Georgetown
and went on to serve in Vietnam and then
as a legislative assistant in the U.S. House
and Senate, helping draft the Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1973. Later, he was a government lobbyist for IBM.
Siegel’s unpaid work for Safe Water International has routinely involved three or
four trips a year to “off the grid” destinations. “It’s not for everyone,” he said, but
bringing clean drinking water to those who
desperately need it “is the most rewarding
and most challenging job I’ve ever had.”
—Autumn Stephens
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Gone Fishing
Leslie Ajari ’08 sees the four seasons differently than most
people. As a fly-fishing guide and blogger at galgonefishing.com,
she follows the steelhead. Summer is the Klamath and Deschutes
rivers; fall is fly-fishing on the Trinity; winter sees the coastal
streams of the Pacific Northwest; and spring is for competition.
Last year she took third place in the World Championships of
Spey Casting—a Scottish fly-casting technique.
What spawned this 28-year-old’s enthusiasm for fly-fishing? It
started at age 10 on Martis Lake near Truckee. Catching one fish
after another, she said, “Dad, how come you haven’t caught any
yet?” This isn’t Ajari’s only fish story. Her blog and Instagram
sites document her expeditions—both solo and with friends and
clients. She uses her writing and multimedia to advocate for
conservation and the fish. In one video, she advises viewers to
“wet your hands before you touch a fish,” adding that steelhead
require special care because they’re heading upriver to spawn.
“Taking a fish out of the water after you catch it is like if you
were just running a marathon and someone put a paper bag over
your head,” she said. You can get that big “grip-and-grin shot”
while still keeping the gills partially in the water, she said, and
then reviving and releasing the fish quickly after the photo.
Ajari majored in cultural anthropology, a degree that helps her
understand and communicate with everyone from the liberal
San Francisco businessman to the conservative Idaho angler.
“Having a great education has helped me communicate,” she
said. “It’s helped me become really adaptable.” —Ginny Prior

Skilled fly-fisher Leslie
Ajari ’08, who said she
just caught a steelhead
with this fly (above),
wants to guide full
time. It's the perfect
way to make money
and meet new people,
she said.

Q
Human Touch investing

Nick Anicich ’14 gardens
with a student at Edible
Sac High, a garden-toclassroom program at
Sacramento Charter
High School. As program
coordinator, Anicich
works with 450 students.

edible: carmen moreno and dani jackson; black: gerry serrano

Edible Education
Growing up on the rural outskirts of Sacramento, Nick Anicich ’14 loved working
in his family’s side-yard garden. But you
wouldn’t catch him actually eating anything that grew there. “I was like, ‘Ew, a
vegetable,’ ” said Anicich.
But as a college student, Anicich
cleaned up his diet to resolve a health
problem and embraced a leafier lifestyle.
Today, the former vegetable-hater coordinates the 4-year-old Edible Sac High, a
garden-to-classroom education program
at Sacramento Charter High School that
involves about 450 students.
Based on the Edible Schoolyard project at Berkeley’s Martin Luther King
Jr. Middle School, the multifaceted
curriculum includes gardening, nutrition, and food justice. In addition,
Anicich collaborates with other teachers to incorporate the garden into their
lessons—students might measure its perimeters as a geometry study, for example.
Anicich, a highly motivated English
major, also studied meditation with
Brother Camillus Chavez, launched a

meditation club, and volunteered in the
Legacy Garden. But what really changed
his game was a social justice speaker series
presentation about urban food deserts,
neighborhoods where residents have no
access to fresh, affordable food.
“I was really moved,” said Anicich, who
graduated summa cum laude with SMC’s
Brother Leo Meehan Award, given annually to an English major embodying both
academic excellence and Lasallian ideals.
“I wanted to help combat that.”
“That’s one of the things about being
at an urban school with underserved
students,” he said, noting the students
are predominantly African American and
low-income. “They’re not used to having
people coming in and listening.”
Anicich, who received SMC scholarships for tuition and January Term travel,
said he is grateful for that and more. “In
every direction I wanted to grow in,
there were always people on campus who
would support that growth,” he said. Now
he’s doing the same for his own crop of
kids. —Autumn Stephens
Black Student Meet and Greet
More than 50 people gathered for the
Black Student Meet and Greet, an annual
collaboration of students, alumni, staff,
and faculty for networking, dialogue, and
mentoring. Black Student Union President
Rachel Hartley ’17 and Black Alumni Chapter Co-Chairs S. Jamila Buckner ’88 and
Toussaint Bailey ’02 welcomed the group.

Angel Plus managing partner Shirley Gee
’80, EMBA ’09 brings a human touch to
angel investing, linking entrepreneurship,
social responsibility, and hard work.
Gee’s belief in entrepreneurship’s social
benefits stems from her low-income childhood balancing education and working. Gee,
fifth in her class at Oakland High School,
got a job right away. “We never knew about
grants or scholarships,” she said. “We didn’t
know there was free money.”
Despite no college education, Gee
thrived professionally, working for the
Atomic Energy Commission while whittling
away at credits for a bachelor’s degree. She
was selected at 27 to join the executive senior staff at Stanford University and stayed
for more than 25 years. During that time
she raised two sons; earned her degree
at SMC; and worked relentlessly to create
opportunities for minorities, women, and
others without prestigious connections.
At Stanford, Gee specialized in discrimination issues, establishing a state-certified
apprenticeship program to promote trade

diversity and working to raise the number
of women and minorities in the sciences.
“I never was able to forget my parents’ financial and social struggles. I have empathy
for those who struggle with discrimination,
poverty, and being perpetually on the outside of networks,” Gee said.
In 2009, Gee retired from Stanford, but
her work ethic and social justice streak
soon brought her into angel investing. “I
came back for my M.B.A. because of the
values of SMC—particularly the dedication
to social justice, inclusion, and equality,”
said Gee, who returns annually as a judge
and advisor for the Business Idea Competition. —Joel Bahr M.F.A. ’13
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Ballet to Broadway
Garen Scribner ’11 is surely the only professional dancer to have both partnered
Jennifer Lopez (for a series of L’Oreal
commercials) and performed with the
teenage Chelsea Clinton (in the Washington Ballet’s 1993 Nutcracker).
Now dancing—and singing and acting—
the lead role in the Broadway musical An
American in Paris, Scribner is also the rare
dancer with a college degree earned while
performing full time. “As a teenager, I had
to convince my parents to let me not go
to college right away,” said Scribner, who
went straight from senior year at North
Carolina School of the Arts to 10 years as
a soloist with San Francisco Ballet.
But during Scribner’s first week with
the ballet, SMC dance faculty Claire
Sheridan and Mark Baird showed up with
a presentation about LEAP (Liberal Education for Arts Professionals), a national
degree program at Saint Mary’s. Nearly
as flexible as the performers it caters to,
LEAP offers a highly individualized curriculum, program locations in the nation’s
28
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dance hubs of San Francisco, New York,
Los Angeles, and Las Vegas, and flexible,
compatible class schedules.
“It was an amazing opportunity,” said
Scribner, one of more than 500 dancers in genres including jazz and hip-hop
who have enrolled in LEAP, founded by
Sheridan in 1999. He went on to complete
his degree over seven years, one class at
a time. Later, he self-designed classes
to leverage his SF Ballet tour schedule,
pursuing an interest in Chinese cultural
anthropology in China, for example, and
studying public art in Paris and New York.
Thanks to LEAP, Scribner is prepared
to make what Director Baird called “the
inevitable career transition that every
dancer must face” due to injury or age.
“If I decided now I want to stop, I have
so many more opportunities,” said Scribner, who contemplates a master’s degree.
In the meantime, since graduating with
honors, he has worked with Nederlands
Dans Theater and lectured at Stanford
University. —Autumn Stephens

Travel to Ireland

Visit a Stone Age tomb, kiss the Blarney
Stone, and sample a pint of Guinness this
October with Father Tom McElligott on
a 10-day SMC alumni tour of Ireland.
McElligott, who has shepherded students
to Ireland for January Term since 2004,
will introduce alums Oct. 10-20 to ancient
and modern Ireland through Dublin’s Viking
foundations, Christian heritage, Georgian
architecture, and sites of the rising of 1916.
The itinerary also includes visits to Kerry,
Galway, Donegal, Bunratty Castle, the cliffs
of Moher, Kerry and Killarney’s famous
lakes, and more. The cost of about $1,900
per person includes transportation in
Ireland (exclusive of airfare) and all accommodations and meals. For more information,
contact Courtney Lohmann at (925) 6314577 or ccarmign@stmarys-ca.edu.

Alumni EVENTS

SMC and Cal had not met on the court for a
men’s basketball matchup in 11 years. Gael
alumni, parents, and friends, including Board
of Regents member Mike Appleton '94 and
his daughter, Avery, met at Berkeley City
Club on Dec. 12 for a pregame Gaels vs.
Bears brunch and a few words from President James Donahue and Athletic Director
Mark Orr. “Go Gaels” chants filled the room.
Visit stmarys-ca.edu/alumni-events for a full
listing of upcoming alumni events.

ballet: Ken browar and deborah ory/nyc dance project

Garen Scribner ’11, now
starring on Broadway,
earned his undergraduate
degree from the SMC
LEAP program while
performing full time.

In MemoriAm

A Generous Heart
ALUMNI

John M. Babich ’44
Richard D.
Bacigalupi ’80
Kristine Bedford ’87
Frank J. Budrow III
’66
Michael A. Carosielli
’64
Robert E. Davis M.S.
’83
John R. Deterding
Jr. ’51, parent of
Peter Deterding
’82, Jody Hobbs
’78, and Donna
Deter ’76
Gerald M. Fleming ’65
Donald J. Gehb A.A.
’53
Laurence J. Gerich ’50
William A.
Ghirardelli II ’48
John F. Grealish ’49
Daniel J. Leary ’64
Michael C. Magee
James R. Molino ’72
Jon M. Nelson ’86
David P. Padilla ’71,
parent of Anna
Maria Padilla ’97
John G. Pedersen ’78
Michael A. Petrini ’67
John Podesto ’44
James O. Reid ’83
Clarence Schenk ’54
Garrett E. Sullivan ’65
Boye B. Sweet ’92
William M. Turley ’51
Shirley L. Vincent
E.C.R., E.M.A.
Robert T. Wendel ’63
PARENTS

Peter D. Arancio,
grandparent of
Ashley Arancio ’16
Paul L. Archibald,
parent of Steven
Archibald ’01
Anthony A. Dehaesus,
parent of Jason
Dehaesus ’95
Raymonde
Etchebarne,
parent of Simone
Rosa ’89, Annie
Thatcher ’83

We lost one of our champions on Dec. 23, 2015—Joe Barry ’59, who played
the backcourt on the 1959 Gaels basketball team that went all the way to
the NCAA Elite Eight. He was honored in the Saint Mary’s Athletic Hall
of Fame for his basketball prowess and was named to the College’s AllCentury Basketball Team in 2007. Barry also is remembered for his great
and generous heart and his loving ways.
Born in Oshkosh, Wisc., on Oct. 16, 1937, Barry moved with his family
to Berkeley when he was 7 years old and considered Berkeley his home
for the rest of his life. He played youth basketball, graduated from Saint
Mary’s College High School, and went to Saint Mary’s College on a basketball scholarship, majoring in economics. After graduating from SMC,
he toured South America on a collegiate all-star basketball team.
“As I look back on games,” said former Gael teammate and NBA power
forward Tom Meschery ’61, “I recall how frustrated guards looked trying
to steal the ball away from either Joe or Bobby [Dold ’59]. [They] might
have been the slowest and most effective backcourt in the entire country,”
Meschery wrote in his blog, Meschery’s Musings of Sports, Literature,
and Life.
Barry is survived by his children, Monica Haywood ’90, ECR ’01 and
Sean Barry, and their families, as well as a sister, Sarah Barry Fike, and her
family. He was preceded in death by the love of his life, his wife, Patricia
Saunders Barry.
“Go into that good night, Joe,” Meschery said. “With the same tricky
maneuvers, you’re sure to make heaven’s team.” Classmate Brian McCarthy ’59, upon hearing the news of Joe’s passing, remembered a song
from the traditional Latin liturgy of the Requiem Mass: “In paradisum
deducant te angeli.” May angels lead you to paradise. —Jo Shroyer

Passionate about
SMC basketball,
golf, Texas Hold ’em
poker, and his family, Barry also had
a successful sales
career and loved
animals.

William A.
Farnsworth, parent
of Laurie Baker ’90
Arthur F. Flaherty,
parent of Shawn
Flaherty ’86
Paul E. Gagnon,
parent of Monique
Gagnon ’99, E.C.R.
’08
Patti A. Garcia,
parent of Michael
Garcia ’99
Mary A. Legaz,
parent of Joseph
Legaz ’04
Charles J. Leslie,
parent of Jeffrey
Leslie ’91
Shirley A. Lynch,
parent of Daniel
Lynch ’94
John G. MacKall
Sr., parent of John
MacKall ’79
Michael P. Maddan
Sr., parent of
Heather MaddanDowdell ’99, Patricia
Maddan ’97, Alexis
Maddan ’05
William J. Mahoney,
parent of Patrick
Mahoney ’89
Gino Martinucci,
parent of Teresa
Hurlbut ’05
Melanie L. McHenry,
parent of Chris
McHenry ’18
Paul J. Morehead,
parent of Justina
Morrone ’01
Robert L. Olin,
parent of Jenny
Shanahan ’91,
Vincent Olin ’93
David C. Rada,
parent of Megan
Rada ’08
Frank A. Sciuto,
parent of James
Sciuto ’00
John L. Squeri,
parent of Joseph
Squeri ’82
Jose G. Teixeira,
parent of Joseph
Teixeira ’97
Amado Trinidad,
parent of Mark
Trinidad ’93
Ronald W. Wood,
parent of Steven
Wood ’91
Gilbert Zaballos,
parent of Noelle
Carpenter E.C.R.

Margaret M. Zipse,
parent of Mark
Zipse ’77, Michael
Zipse ’80
FRIENDS

Walter B. Ahsmann
Yvonne C. Aldrich
Bernard B. Bloesch
Edward E. Bohlen
Violet K. Bruns
Shirley P. Burkart
Roland E. Casassa
Clifford A. Ceridono
Richard S. Claassen
John E. Connolly
Elizabeth E. Cranston
Gloria Dehart
Virginia K. De Voto
Don H. Dormeye
William A. Galvin Jr.
Phil D. Garey
William E. Glass
Chester E. Graham
Paul R. Handlery
Martin R. Hansen
Bruce H. Hasenkamp
Homer M. Hayward
Jerald J. Holland
Robert F. Hoeschler
Ilene L. Holmgren
Jack C. Horgan
Herbert D. Horton
Walter L. Klas
Grover H. Klemmer
Rob R. Kral
William E. La Zansky
Myron A. Leon
Mary Lowe
Henry J. Mahler
George H. Mangels
Gino Martinucci
Edward J. Metzinger
George S. Mirande
John F. Oliver
Gaylene E. Pearson
Jacqueline D. Petri
Paul V. Quartly
Sheila Radnich
Betty L. Ramos
Leonard R. Schaer
John F. Schweigert
Eldie P. Snyder
Joseph P. Stivala
Lawrence J. Stupski
Michael Temple
Lawrence S.
Thompson
Linda J. Toelkes
Fred J. Tuso
Dennis N. Waller
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Degree Key
ECR Education Credential
EdD Doctor of Education
EE Extended Education
EMBA Executive MBA
HON Honorary
MBA Graduate Business
MC Counseling
ME Graduate Education
MFA Fine Arts
ML Leadership
MLS Liberal Studies
MS Science
MT Theology and Religious Studies
N Nursing
P Paralegal Certificate

glimpses

1963
1 Peter

L. Spinetta
retired from serving
full time on the bench
in 2007 but still sits
on judicial assignments throughout
California two or
three months a year.
When not serving, he
goes to his ranch in
Montana (altaranch.
com) trying to remember what the late
Brother Kieran taught
him about oil painting.
Pictured is “Aspen
Africanus.” Classmates
Lawrence Bliquez,
Tim Wong, and
George Silvestri tell
him they like his art
more than his politics
and metaphysics.

1968

DiMaggio in Martinez where he was
born. The Joltin’
Joe, a 22-foot Chris
Craft pleasure boat
presented to Dimaggio on Joe DiMaggio
Day in 1949, has now
been fully restored to
its pristine, original
condition through the
efforts of volunteers
and donors. The board
of directors includes
one of DiMaggio’s
granddaughters, two
Martinez City Councilwomen, and honorary
board member and
Baseball Hall of Famer
Tony La Russa. See
the story on page 25,
martinezhero.org, or
Joe DiMaggio Hometown Hero Project on
Facebook.

Pete Pontacq is
proud to announce
that his oldest grandson, Trevor Pontacq,
from Newbury Park
High School, is currently a freshman at
Saint Mary’s.

1978

1977

Henry Sroka has
been fortunate to
continue to work for
the Dallas Cowboys.
His daughter, Pilar,
lives in Miami; son
Dominic graduated
from Notre Dame of
Namur in Belmont,
Calif., and is back with

Ken Weseloh is the
current president
of the Joe DiMaggio Hometown Hero
Project, working
to better recognize
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Monroe Dingott
sends his best regards
to fellow alums. He is
now at Arizona State
Veteran’s Home.

the family in Texas;
youngest son Mikael
attends the University
of Texas at El Paso
and is a punter/kicker
for his team. Wife
Linnie keeps them all
focused. They still remember all the Gaels
with Coach MacDonald, rest in peace, and
Coach Dick Mannini,
with whom they stay
in touch. Go Gaels!

1981

John Ludden is just
living the good life
in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains.
David Waitrovich,
Merrill Lynch private
wealth advisor in the
San Francisco office,
was included in The
Financial Times 2015
list of the 400 Top
Financial Advisors
last March. David was
also named on Barron’s list of America’s
Top 1,200 Financial
Advisors: State-byState. Having his
accomplishments
recognized on this list
is an industry honor.
David, with 32 years
of experience as a
private wealth advisor
at Merrill Lynch, has
worked with success-

To see additional Glimpses photos, visit
stmarys-ca.edu/glimpses.

ful entrepreneurs and
up-and-coming business and technology
leaders to manage
transitions in their
lives, such as initial
public offerings, sales
of companies, and
mergers.

bankruptcy judge for
the Eastern District of
California on Dec. 9,
2014, and was sworn
in on Jan. 5, 2015. He
maintains chambers in
Sacramento.

1989

3 Alumni

2 Maria

Eoff has
served in the U.S.
Army for over 26
years, now stationed
in the Republic of
Korea. She commands
the largest garrison
in Korea, supporting
over 25,000 servicemen and women,
DOD civilians, and
contractors. Her
travels in the service
of the nation have
taken her all over the
world, broadening her
education and her
love for the U.S. She
asks that we pray for
the soldiers, sailors,
airmen, and Marines
spread across the
globe in the support
of freedom.
Christopher Jaime
graduated with a
bachelor of science
degree in psychology. He was appointed
as a United States

1995

Greg
Haubner ECR ’06 and
Chris Murphy ECR
’07 along with their
wives, Erin (Edgerton) Haubner ’96
and Jennifer (Nonn)
Murphy ’96, have
launched the first
girls-only flag football
league in the Bay
Area. Both longtime
teachers and football
coaches, these fathers
of young girls saw
the need to teach
girls how to love and
appreciate the game
of football. Girls
Rule Flag Football
(girlsruleflagfootball.
com) will offer over
100 girls in K-8
grades the opportunity to learn to
love the game while
fostering leadership
skills and teamwork.
Greg is a teacher at
Foothill High School
in Pleasanton and
head football coach

at Livermore High
School. Chris is a
teacher and football
coach at Amador Valley High School, also in
Pleasanton. Pictured:
Chris and Greg with
their daughters and a
friend.

1996

4 Michael Sanderl
recently accepted
the position of vice
president at Ascension Health, and chief
mission integration
officer, Wisconsin.
Michael and his wife,
Stacey, reside in
Whitefish Bay with
their two sons, Liam,
4, and Paul, 2. A
recent family trip to
the Bay Area included
the first visit to Saint
Mary’s College for
these future Gaels.

1999
5 Alix

Christie MFA
has been short-listed
for the Novella Award,
a collaboration between Liverpool John
Moores University
and Manchester Metropolitan University,
as well as partners
Sandstone Press,
Time to Read, and
NAWE.

SNAPSHOTS
1

2

1983

Geordie Hawkins
went to London
last October
with other Saint
Mary’s graduates from the Pat
Vincent era in
the early 1980s
to attend the
Rugby World Cup
and take in the
culture of the
United Kingdom.
Former ruggers
Jim Sell ’85,
Mark Murray,
Dennis Tiernan,
Arturo Fontes,
Dave Starkey
’85, Bob Lenz
’86, and Hawkins
(pictured in front
of a London
phone booth) still
carry the passion
for rugby instilled
by their late
coach and mentor Pat Vincent.
They continue to
support the SMC
rugby program
and look forward
to the next Rugby
World Cup in
Japan in 2019.

3

4

5
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2002
6 Brian

and Anne
(Wheeler) Aita
’03 welcomed their
second daughter and
future Gael, Brooke
Marie Aita, on Jan. 4,
2015. Anne, Brian,
and Brooke’s big sister, Avery Rose, now
almost 3, are thrilled
about the arrival of
their happy, healthy
little bundle of joy.

7 Toussaint

Bailey
had the rare opportunity of meeting
President Obama in
early October. He was
also featured in the
October California
Lawyer magazine for
his work with cities on
the issue of homelessness.

8 Denise

(DeCota)
and Toussaint Bailey
welcomed their baby
girl, Louise Margot
Bailey, on Sept. 21,
2015. They are overjoyed with the arrival
of their little Gaelto-be.

2003
9 After

graduating
with a communication degree, Christian
Truesdell moved to
San Diego where he
attended graduate
school at USD. As a
lifelong learner with a
passion for academia,
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To see additional Glimpses photos, visit
stmarys-ca.edu/glimpses.

he served as an English teacher and vice
principal at Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel School.
After seven great (and
one miserable) years,
Christian decided that
he sincerely despised
having a boss. In
2014, he decided not
to renew his contract and co-founded
Premier Academics,
which focuses on test
preparation, admissions guidance, and
tutoring. On July 31,
in a beautiful seaside
ceremony with Point
Loma and San Diego
Bay as the backdrop,
Christian married
Alicia. By his side as
groomsmen for the
nuptials were four
fellow Gaels (pictured), James Gaulke,
Mark Teahen, Ryan
Campeau ’04, and Jeff
Cunningham, whom
he simply couldn’t
get rid of. Christian’s
“godmother,” Melinda
Gillespie ’71, a former
Olympic synchronized
swimmer, was there
to witness the joining
of two souls. Gael
football legend Calvin
“KMAC” Dickerson
’07 was also in attendance.

2005

Brandon Moore
knew that his paternal
ancestor (as told by
a family member) is
William Penn (one of
the nation’s founding
fathers). After receiving his DNA results
from 23andMe, with
a mitochondrial DNA
group H (myself H7),
he also learned that
he is related (maternal side) to Luke
the Evangelist, Marie
Antoinette, Napoleon
Bonaparte, and Prince
Philip. How many colleges/universities can
say they have alumni
who descended from
such famous historical
people?
10 Erik

Johnson and
his wife, Andrea, welcomed their daughter,
Hilah Elle, on June 18.

11 Devin

Jackson
ECR ’08 and Elizabeth
were married on Aug.
2, 2014, at St. Mary
Magdalen Church in
Berkeley and Hacienda de Las Flores
in Moraga. Devin
received his multiple subject teaching
credential from the
School of Education
in 2008. With the
teaching credential,

Devin informally
taught at the Lindsay
Wildlife Museum in
Walnut Creek from
2008 to 2013 and
the Aquarium of the
Bay. In 2012, Devin
received his single
subject teaching
credential in general science from the
School of Education.
In February 2013, he
was hired as a fulltime seventh-grade
life science teacher
and seventh/eighthgrade engineering
teacher at Foothill
Middle School in
Walnut Creek, part of
the Mt. Diablo Unified School District
(MDUSD). Currently,
Devin teaches sixthgrade earth science
and seventh/eighthgrade engineering
at Foothill Middle in
MDUSD. In the future,
Devin and Elizabeth
want to have a family.

2006
12 Erin

(Menold)
married Christopher
Higham on Sept. 28,
2014, at Saint Mary’s
Chapel. Fellow alumnae in her wedding
party were Catherine
(Dawson) Thomas;
Jennifer Gosselin
ME, ECR ’07; Esther
(Koch) Knapp ME,
ECR ’07; and Tracy
Tiernan ’05. The day
was filled with love,
laughter, great food,
drink, and dancing. It
was a beautiful way to
start forever.

2007

13 Lauren (Porter)

married Jimmy
O’Neill in front of
family and friends on
April 25, 2015, at
St. Brendan Church
in San Francisco.
Lauren’s bridesmaids
included Meaghan
(Allen) Levy, Elyse
(Dehart) Litt, and
Molliee (Martin)
Marechal. Jimmy’s
groomsmen included
Lauren’s brother
John Porter ’06.
Lauren is the clinical
nurse manager of
the Telemetry Unit
at California Pacific Medical Center.
Jimmy is the strategic
account manager
at Clear Care. They
live and work in San
Francisco.

After moving to Los
Angeles, Adrian
Garro has settled in
as a digital content
producer for FOX
Sports.com, where he
writes about Major
League Baseball on a
daily basis. In addition
to that, he continues
to serve as head editor of RockCellar
Magazine.com, a
music-based website
specializing in classic/
alternative rock. He
married Sarah in June
at a private ceremony
in Santa Barbara and
continues to support
and champion the A’s,
Raiders, and Warriors
from afar, even in the
crush of Dodgers/
Lakers territory.

SNAPSHOTS
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Roommates from
Becket and Syufy
halls visited SMC
for the Wine
Festival in August.
They also posed
around their
donated paver in
front of the new
Alioto Recreation
Center. Pictured clockwise
from lower left:
Brandon Nelson,
Nico Varanini,
Joe Manifesto,
and Jon Hacker
MA ’00.
12

11

13
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2008
14 On

Oct. 24,
Ashley Core and
Sean Mosconi were
married beneath a
beautiful oak tree at
Vine Hill House in Sebastopol. The majority
of Ashley’s wedding
party and many of the
guests were fellow
Gaels, a testament to
the impact her time
at SMC had on her
adult life. Ashley is
the manager of tech
and corporate talent
attraction and sourcing at Salesforce,
while Sean is a lead
elementary teacher at
the Chinese American International
School. The couple
lives and works in San
Francisco, with their
cats, Waffles and Mr.
Furley.
15 After

nine long
years, Zack Farmer
and Linda Hua were
married on July 25 in
Oakland. At their side
were Linda’s sisters,
Alyssa Hua ’13 and
Olivia Hua ’13, and
one of their best
friends, Stephanie
Roybal ’05, MA ’13.
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To see additional Glimpses photos, visit
stmarys-ca.edu/glimpses.

2009
16 Michael

Springer
and Danielle Chicoine
married on Aug. 1
in Danielle’s home
state of Vermont.
Alumni in attendance
were Amanda (Meza)
Palmer, Emma
Chamberlin, Meredith Arnett, Anthony
Corradi, Alec Tappin,
Gabriel Mayora,
Neil Cowperthwaite, Oliva Talavan,
Scott Glovsky ’10,
Kaitlin (McNamee)
Glovsky, Andrew Lee,
and Hannah Hicks.
Michael and Danielle
currently live and
work in San Francisco.

2011

Aug. 8, Whitney Campitiello EMA
’13 and Matthew
Ramirez ’13 married in San Diego
where they now live.
Whitney was a Gael
lacrosse player and
Matt was a member
of the SMC rugby
team. Their wedding was full of both
rugby and lacrosse
alumni and many
friends and family
members. There was
dancing, ice cream
sandwiches, and even
a few flip cup games
for former Gaels to
relive their glory days.
After receiving his

17 On

master’s from Notre
Dame University, Matt
is now an accountant
for Ernst & Young.
Whitney received her
master’s in teaching
from SMC and now
teaches third grade in
San Diego.

2012
18 Daniel

B. Haverty
received his juris doctor from the Syracuse
University College of
Law in 2015. He received the Certificate
of Completion for the
National Security and
Counterterrorism Law
Curricular Program
and the Exemplary
Commitment to Pro
Bono and Community
Service Award, with
over 300 hours of
pro bono work. After
preparing for the July
2015 California bar
exam, Daniel plans to
travel to New Zealand
for a second time.
Since his study-abroad
opportunity at SMC in
Rome (where he took
advantage of going to
Morocco and Switzerland), he has since
been to New Zealand,
Germany, Italy, Israel,
and Palestine.

2013

Stephen Wayne
Cramer MLA, in law
enforcement for 16
years, was promoted
to chief of police for
the Cloverdale Police
Department on Sept.
15. In addition to his
SMC MLA, he also
earned a juris doctor
degree from Empire
College of Law in
1996, a bachelor of
arts degree from the
University of San
Francisco in 2011,
and a master of science in organization
development from
the University of San
Francisco in 2013.
Stephen is the only
two-time winner of
the USF School of
Management Dean’s
Medal of Excellence
(2011 and 2013). In
February of 2013, he
graduated from the
prestigious California
Commission on Peace
Officers Standards
and Training (POST)

Sherman Block
Supervisory Leadership Institute (SBSLI),
a program designed
to stimulate personal
growth, leadership,
and ethical decisionmaking in California
law enforcement
front-line supervisors.
In 2013, he had an
article published in an
academic journal—
Columbia College
of South Carolina’s
International Undergraduate Journal for
Service-Learning,
Leadership, and Social
Change—titled "Restorative Resources: A
New Theory of Juvenile Offender Control:
Examining the Successes of Restorative
Resources in Sonoma
County & the Impact
It Had on One Police
Sergeant’s Journey,”
(columbiasc.edu/files/
pdf/Service_Learning_Journal_Fall2013.
pdf). Finally, Stephen
is a three-time cancer
survivor, having
survived throat cancer
twice and also thyroid
cancer.

2015
19 Melanie

Hayes
ECR ’05, ME ’06,
EdD ’15 has been
awarded Comcast’s
Innovations 4 Entrepreneurs national
award for her innovative school—Big
Minds Unschool—for
twice exceptional (2e)
children, intellectually gifted children
who have some form
of disability. Melanie
designed her school
based on her doctoral
research; it is designed
to give 2e children the
freedom to develop
their interests; build
their intellect; find
friends; and be supported in a nurturing,
safe environment.
Melanie hopes to use
the award to open a
second campus and
continue to support
and educate 2e children and their families. Pictured: Comcast
Vice President Ted
Girdner presenting Melanie with her
award.

SNAPSHOTS
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2012

15

After graduating, Isaac Morton
went to work
for Target as a
security manager.
He has now been
promoted to store
team leader for
the Northwest
Las Vegas Target.
He has traveled to
multiple countries
around the world
since graduating
and visited Southeast Asia in February. Pictured: Isaac
in Kathmandu,
Nepal, after trekking to Everest
Base Camp.

17

18

19
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Students Annie Dao ’17
and Arianna Segura ’18
on a Jan Term trip
to Brazil.

Andrea A. Firth

Firth, a freelance
journalist and contributing writer at Oakland
Magazine, will complete
her M.F.A. in creative
nonfiction at Saint
Mary’s in May.

Behind the
Selfie
Last Jan Term I worked as a teaching assistant for a class called Literary Selfies,
a course on the personal essay. The aim:
to find a way in, through writing, to that
beautiful, sometimes messy, often complicated thing—the self.
On Day 1, we started with visuals. A
few iconic selfies: Ellen DeGeneres and
Bradley Cooper and a pack of celebrity
faces at the 2014 Oscars (actually a group
selfie); smiling youth gathered around
an equally cheery and social media savvy
pontiff, Pope Francis; and, of course, a
36
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photo of Kim, the queen of the selfie, with
her signature duck-face pose (protruding,
pouty lips and sucked-in cheeks) a la Kardashian. The photos were a prompt, but
the students didn’t need any bait. Most
were 20-somethings, millennials, and
this was their turf. They came of age with
Facebook and have been navigating the
social media landscape since it started.
The discussion quickly veered to the cultural implications of the selfie, and the
conversation got heated. Words like fun,
memories, crazy, and cool were bantered
about alongside narcissistic, self-absorbed,
vain, and needy. So which was it? When
we took a break, a few students chatted,
most were quiet, heads down, thumbs
scrolling, eyes glued to their phones.
I began to wonder what was behind the
selfie. The idea of the shared self-portrait
isn’t new. For centuries, artists like
Dürer, Rembrandt, Van Gogh, Picasso,
and Khalo have put their faces before us.
But everything about the selfie is new,
the technology and the access, the smartphone, the webcam, and the evolving
social media platforms—Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat. It’s all barely
a decade old, still in its infancy, really. Yet
the ubiquitous selfie has the strength to
carry both poles of the magnet, pushing
you away and pulling you in at the same
time. How does that work? I didn’t have
an answer, but already I sensed these students were going to lead me there.

When it comes
to social networking, I was late to
the game and spent
most of my time on
the sidelines. I’m
53, born on the cusp
of the baby boomers
and Generation X,
decades before the
dawn of Facebook.
I have the accounts, the logins, and the
passwords, but I’m a voyeur, not a poser
or a poster. What intrigues me most about
the selfie is not what I see, but what I
can’t see, what’s left out. Maybe it’s the
writer in me. I love a good story.
On Day 10, we asked each student to
submit a selfie. Here we broadened the
definition—photos taken by someone else
and old family photos were OK. The idea
was to get inspired, find an image, and
tell the story behind it. The students were
thoughtful in their choices. Some chose
traditional selfies: a young woman on a
street in Paris during a semester abroad, a
young man and his buddies getting ready
for a poker night, two sisters smiling.
Others were nostalgic: a toddler propped
on a piano bench, a baby in her mother’s
arms. All chose selfies of people and places
that mattered to them.
In turn, they told each other the stories
behind the photos. They shared the basics: who, what, when, and where. Along
the way, they sat down and wrote. They
wrote about what made them happy, sad,
excited, and challenged. They recognized
themselves as funny, scared, empathetic,
and flawed. They revealed themselves as
human and vulnerable. That’s when things
clicked. That’s when they got to why. That’s
when I realized what’s behind the selfie.
The image—the selfie—is just the starting
point. What comes next—the words, the
reflection—that’s what matters.

Annie doa ’17
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A January Term trip to China and South Korea gave students the chance to explore many aspects of life in those two countries, including
the homes and backstreets of Beijing. Students Brent Sander ’16 and Shawn Sie ’17, with Finance Professor Tina Zhang (right), are
shown here with a world-famous cricket fighter, who holds up an example of the coffin in which he buries his champions, that routinely
live about 100 days and can cost as much as $10,000.

Vinh Dinh ’17

Outside the Box

